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WHAT IS A VIRTUAL EVENT
In a nutshell a Virtual or Hybrid event is a livestream, but moreover, it is a fully-integrated broadcast with interaction, specific audience analytics and a detailed
content strategy. If you are a fan of cult shows like the Walking Dead, for example, you have already participated in a virtual event. The event itself is not the show
or broadcast of the weekly program. The event is the integrated activities that surround that 45 minutes (not including commercials) of content. It is also the
second screen experience through their branded app. Their social media campaign designed to engage the audience leading up to, during and after the broadcast
Lastly, as a great example of of framing content, the seamlessly integrated after show, where celebrities and audiences alike can share their reflections, questions
and enjoyment of the programming together.
Throughout 2020, entire content and event strategies had to be thrown out to make way for a new way of delivering messaging. Planners and producers have
struggled to ramp up steep learning curves to open new possibilities for connecting with their teams, partners and customers; delving into new formats of Virtual
and soon to be Hybrid events.
A lot of professionals in the industry, their clients and their suppliers have struggled to quickly adapt to the new ways of doing things, sometimes learning them as
they go. There has been a lot of experimentation, trial and error and a few stumbles along the way.
The great thing is, all of the tools, practices and methodology needed to professionally produce a Virtual or Hybrid event have been available for years. Scott
Galloway, author of The Four, wrote in his recent book, Post Corona, that the current crisis has had an interesting effect on the adoption of new technology.
“The Pandemic’s most enduring impact will be as an accelerant. … to accelerate things, present in society. For example,
eCommerce’s share of retail was growing 1% per year. At the beginning of 2020, it was approximately 16%. Eight weeks after the
first lockdowns occurred, that number leapt to 27%, adding 10 years of growth and change in 10 weeks and it is not going back.”
Virtual events will become more and more part of a digital content strategy. As restrictions lift, Hybrid events will start to fill some of the gaps and add more
dynamic aspects to events again but the primary delivery will still be Livestream, Webinar or Simulated Live experiences integrating small audiences into virtual
technology.
Throughout this guide, we will give you the tools and practices that best suit Virtual events, leveraging years of experience in all forms of production. From video
technology, terminology to production methodology, we will give you the tools you need to meet the current demand for Virtual events and help transition your
production strategy into Hybrid events and, hopefully one day soon, making those part of your live event strategy.
BYRNE/ production services
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FORM MATTERS

Canadian Philosopher, Marshall McLuhan, as I am sure you are aware,
famously coined the phrase, “The Medium is the Message”. How we
present our content and messaging plays a vital role in how that content is
perceived by our audiences.
Livestream, as a word, tends to encompass a wide variety of things that can
be used as a catchall for anything online, but there are a few very specific
distinctions we should get out of the way to begin. All three of these can be
integrated into Virtual and Hybrid event to elevate them above their base
function as well.
There are three main ways to deliver content in a Virtual event; Livestream,
Webinar and Simulated Live.

Webinar
A webinar is an educational presentation, lecture or workshop that's
transmitted using a video conferencing software platform. These can
include WebEx, Adobe Connect, or GoToWebinar. In most cases, a slide
deck like a PowerPoint presentation is the primary visual supported by
audio narration.
Livestream
In contrast, Livestreams are like television broadcasts where audio-visual
transmissions travel exclusively in an outbound direction. They involve
professional grade audio-visual equipment and operators, studios, prerecording and a team of professionals to execute. They focus on setting up
a live presenter - most often in a studio setting - with a mix of professional
graphics, pre-recorded content and entertainment.

All of these concepts involve a multimedia streaming component, and let's
Simulated Live
face it, the lines between Livestreams, Webinars, and Simulated Live
Very much like a Livestream Broadcast, Simulated Live integrates all of the
continue to get blurrier thanks to functionality overlaps. With this in mind,
professional look and feel of a live-in person broadcast but put all of that “in
let's set some parameters for each concept and establish some clear-cut
the can” to be broadcast at a given time from a complete pre-record.
definitions to help you determine the right path for your event.
BYRNE/ production services
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Another term that's loosely tossed around is web conferencing. What separates this concept from
a true Virtual event is that web conferencing tends to function more like a multimedia conference
call. Web conferences involve smaller groups of people interacting in a private forum. They can
include an audio and video component, as well as desktop or screen
sharing functionality.
Unlike a Virtual event, web conferencing is usually more collaborative allowing a
transfer of meeting and content control between participants. In most cases, web
conferencing setups do not feature broadcast or even pro-sumer grade
cameras, lighting or sound equipment. These are tools that would be used for a
Livestream. In a nutshell, a web conference uses similar streaming technologies,
but its functionality has a closer resemblance to a multimedia conference
call, not an event.
One of the key things to remember while looking at what form,
medium and strategy to use for your content is to focus on
the objectives of the content. Is it more educational? Then
a Webinar might be a better fit for that; delivering a
PowerPoint presentation and a short Q&A at the end.
Is the content meant to gather people and get
them excited about new features of your product
or services? A Livestream has the ability to
generate buzz and purposefully guide
your audience through a content journey.
One key question to ask when
thinking about going Live,
Simulating Live and/or using a
Webinar format is to
determine whether the
messaging will have more
impact for your audience
if it is live.
BYRNE/ production services
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A key factor to consider along with your objectives is what standard you want to level-set for your content.
Brands spend countless hours, resources and money on crafting guidelines, standards and style guides to
ensure their messaging is consistent and refined across every one of their channels. The same due
diligence needs to be applied to your Virtual and Hybrid events.
Imagine watching a news broadcast. The level of production value is just as important as the information
being communicated. Tuning into the news, you see high levels of production, lighting, audio and visuals.
No matter where your speakers or contributors are broadcasting from, you need to set the bar for where you
want your content to be and elevate everyone to that standard.
Within a studio environment, this is relatively easy. The pro-grade cameras, lighting and audio equipment is
there to be used. The same attention needs to be applied to your remote contributors and presenters. Here
are a few things to make sure you address in order to elevate remote speakers:
1)
2)

3)

4)

Lighting – Make sure each speaker has sufficient lighting to
cover them from two sides and a little separation from their
background. See the section on lighting.
Audio – A Professional or Pro-Sumer grade microphone
attached to their device will go a long way to clean up their
signal. Adding in some earphones for the speaker will also
help you control audio flow through various devices and your
switching infrastructure.
Camera – If possible, ensure that they have a Pro-Sumer
grade HD camera or better. Provide the highest resolution of
camera as you can. The better the resolution, the more flexible
your footage and shot will be.
Network – This one is the most important. No matter how
professional the level of gear you send your speaker, if they do
not have the internet bandwidth to cover your infrastructure,
none of it will matter.

BYRNE/ production services
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VIDEO TECH
The same technology that worked for Live in-person events will be able to
be leveraged for Virtual and Hybrid. We have spent the last year working
with partners throughout adjacent industries to adapt solutions that were
originally developed for entertainment, eSports and Broadcast TV to scale
them for the corporate event market. One of the things we did was to
realize that, as we mentioned above, all of this technology was available
before, but the need accelerated.

Platforms like vMix offer a virtual, software-based
switching to be able to route, affect and switch multiple real
or virtual sources in a single digital console. A solution like
vMix offers almost unlimited inputs, graphics overlays and
routing options. Especially in the fully remote virtual event
environment, a virtual switcher can add a lot of
functionality and flexibility with a safe and distanced
solution.

The same workflow still applies in a Virtual and Hybrid environment with
some key differences in how the video is handled. Before Corona Virus, the
simple way of livestreaming content from your event was as simple as
pushing an output from a video switcher to a webpage.

However, it does have its limits. vMix is limited to a single
operator view so a lot of trust needs to be put in your
professional operator.

Essentially that is much the same as you will do in a Virtual or Hybrid event.
The main difference is not in the technology that will be used but in how that
technology is applied.
First, let’s review some of the key elements that you should be aware of for
Livestream Broadcasting.
Capture and Switching
Depending on how many cameras, video content and graphics machines
you may need, they all have to be actively managed. We do this by
implementing various levels of video switching and routing throughout the
production workflow.

In studio and professional settings, we use multiple ME or
Mix Effect professional broadcast switchers. This allows us
to use specific and controlled routing to various
destinations. A 2 M/E broadcast switcher, like a Grass
Valley, Panasonic and Black Magic Design, allows us to
add multiple Multiviews to be able to send to our teams,
whether in studio or remote. Additionally, as we move into
Hybrid events, the ability to duplicate and route similar
sources to the Live environment along with the output
broadcast feed simultaneously will be invaluable.
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Encoding
Encoding is the conversion of your audio and video signal to a format
that's optimal for internet delivery. So why is encoding important? There
are several factors that make this conversion mission critical. For one,
when viewing live content, the end user's device and connection
quality plays a major role. Both need to be able to process the stream
with minimal stream delays, buffering, and dropouts. Otherwise, you'll
lose them. Since most viewers are operating with different devices and
connectivity speeds, you need to be prepared on your hardware and
transport side to provide your stream at variable bit rates. For example, if
you're pushing a 720p feed, your encoder must be able to
provide multiple qualities of the stream to account for device processing
power and their connections. This is where encoding comes in. A viewer
on a fiber network, with a newer, more powerful device, may not have a
playback issue with a 720p or even 1080p livestream, but what about the
person trying to watch on an older device with their data plan? There are
different types of encoding that allow for various levels of bandwidth,
video quality, audio quality and delays. Ultimately, your hosting platform or
digital venue will specify the required encoding specifications. With a few
caveats, matching your encoding to your output host is critical. There are
three main types of encoding that you should be aware of: RTMP, SRT
and NDI.

BYRNE/ production services
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Know How You are Streaming
Different streaming technologies require different connection speeds.
The most common, Real-Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP), needs a
minimum 5 Mbps and up to 25 to 30 Mbps for a single connection.
RTMP is an old protocol that is used mainly for pre-loaded videos on
a server, a low bandwidth and latent transmission. YouTube uses
RTMP to transmit an already produced video to the viewer through
its app and web-based player. For real-time video, it adds so much
latency and delay in the signal that it renders it unusable.
Secure Reliable Transport, or SRT, is the next big standard in
streaming, requiring a minimum 30 Mbps. It is used in major
productions and live news streaming – the video is transported via
SRT to a production truck or studio and then sent to a RTMP upload.
Network Device Interface (NDI) allows for the connection over a
network connection in real-time between that location and production
switcher. However, the bandwidth requirement for each ingest and
output stream is very high, up to 120 Mbps.
In chapter on IT infrastructure we will go over the 50% rule.
Essentially, if you have an output stream on RTMP at 25 Mbsp, three
input streams (remote contributors) on SRT at 90 Mbps and an NDI
stream from a remote studio at 120 Mbps, you’re already at 310
Mbps. Factor in multi-view streams to each location (SRT at 120
Mbps) and communications (for example, Clear-Com over IP at 15
Mbps) and you’ve already eaten up all of the guaranteed bandwidth
on a single 1 GB connection.
8

Content Delivery Networks (CDN)
A Content Delivery Network that supports variable bit rate streams has the
capability to detect the viewer's quality of connection and then deliver at
the optimal rate to avoid latency and buffering. With most mobile devices
and free social platforms, like Facebook Live, they already have you
covered on this front, but when you get into professional environments, for
business or media events, you need to cover your bases on the hardware
and CDN side. It's upon you or your vendor to choose a multi-bit rate
solution and configure the encoding specs before you go live. This is
critical to ensure the viewer stays tuned in and has a good experience.
Additionally, a CDN allows you to route to specific destinations with very
specific and multiple formats. Think of a CDN as a broadcast truck siting
outside of a stadium at a sporting event. This allows your system to take in
multiple encoders and streams and route, recode and scale all of your
outputs to multiple destinations.
We use our MasterControl™ platform to do just that. On most of our
events, we not only send the program feed encoded to MasterControl™
but also take back-ups, clean program and a whole set of custom
Multiviews to the cloud. From there, we can route specific video and audio
feeds to remote teams, additional destinations and multiple outputs from
the same feed.

9

AUDIO FOR VIRTUAL EVENTS
If there is one thing that will turn off your speakers and participants during a
Virtual event, it is audio issues. Echoing audio, muffled speakers and most
importantly, communications within your team are some of the riskiest parts
of a Virtual event.
Mix-Minus
Mix-Minus is a term that is often used in a Broadcast or Livestream
production. It refers to a specifically mixed audio signal that is sent back to
a remote guest or caller on the Livestream. The mix-minus allows them to
listen to any other hosts or guests without hearing themselves as a delayed
echo. While the audio mix for the show must contain all the audio tracks
from all hosts and remote guests, the mix-minus that gets sent back to the
remote guest does not contain their own incoming audio signal. It is
essentially the main mix, minus their own incoming audio signal.
Due to latency in internet audio, if the remote guest’s audio track was not
removed from the return signal being sent back to them, they would hear
themselves in their own ears a fraction of a second after they spoke. This
latency-induced echo makes it nearly impossible to concentrate and speak
in a regular way and can cause feedback.
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Virtual Communications
Having real time Communications headsets (COM) functioning between
your team is vital to the smooth operation of a production. There are a lot of
products on the market that achieve this with Audio over IP.
Clear-Com’s HelixNet platform allows users to use a smart phone with the
Agent-IC app integrated with a call interface to seamlessly tie into existing
COM infrastructure in a studio or complete AV setup.
With many productions around the world operating from the homes of staff
and on-screen talent due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Agent-IC mobile
application can be deployed on smart phones or tablets for extending or
expanding Clear-Com to temporarily access the main system and
communicate with the core group of users on Clear-Com in studio. ClearCom’s Agent-IC App is available on iOS and Android devices, including
phones, tablets and the Apple watch.
Additionally, Unity Communications offers a Mac-based virtual server
solution. A Unity Intercom system is made up of two parts: the Unity Server
software which is downloaded from their website onto a Mac computer and
the various free talk and listen clients. Using the Mac computer as a server
and your mobile devices as COM stations and belt packs, a fully wireless
system can be set up easily. Unity can also integrate with existing hardwired intercom systems and connect up to 128 audio feeds.
For example, this means users in the field can be listening on their mobile
devices to various program audio feeds as well as communicating with a
producer and the team, all on cellular data from anywhere.
This allows Unity to be a very inexpensive stand-alone intercom solution
that can also be used to extend a traditional comm system wirelessly to
anywhere in the world.
BYRNE/ production services
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LIGHTING
Covering the subject you are shooting on camera with even lighting
coverage is important for making sure your speaker looks good on your
Virtual event. A little biology reminder here; that our faces do not sit flat on
the front of our heads. Go ahead, feel your face. With your nose and
forehead protruding, there are little 45-degree angles created away from
the center. To cover your speaker appropriately, you need to set lighting up
at roughly 45 degrees from the center of their faces, in what is referred to
as Three Point Lighting. This is a standard method used in visual media
such as video, film, still photography and computer-generated imagery. It is
a simple but versatile system which forms the basis of most lighting. Once
you understand three point lighting, you are well on the way to
understanding all lighting.
The technique uses three lights called the key light, fill light and back
light. Naturally, you will need three lights to utilize the technique fully, but
the principles are still important even if you only use one or two lights. As a
rule:
•
•

If you only have one light, it becomes the key.
If you have 2 lights, one is the key and the other is either the fill or
the backlight.

BYRNE/ production services
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Key Light – 45 degrees to the left
This is the main light. It is usually the
strongest and has the most influence on
the look of the scene. It is placed to one
side of the camera/subject so that this
side is well lit, and the other side has
some shadow.
Fill Light – 45 degrees to the right
This is the secondary light and is placed
on the opposite side of the key light. It is
used to fill the shadows created by the
key light. The fill will usually be softer
and less bright than the key. To achieve
this, you could move the light further
away or use some spun gel or diffusion.
You might also want to set the fill light to
more of a flood, i.e. wider beam than the
key.

CHART

Back Light – behind subject
The back light is placed behind the
subject and lights it from the rear. You
may have heard it referred to as hair
light as it typically highlights the top of a
subject’s hair. Rather than providing
direct lighting (like the key and fill), its
purpose is to provide definition and
subtle highlights around the subject's
outlines. This helps separate the subject
from the background and provide a
three-dimensional look.
BYRNE/ production services
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THE IMPORTANCE OF IT
As the events industry moved online, more thought was given to networking technology than ever imagined as planners and producers struggled to manage
internet traffic. In an ideal world, everyone would have enough internet at their disposal, and it could be relied upon every second of everyday. Unfortunately, the
reality is the Internet may be killing Virtual and Hybrid events.
Internet Connection Matters
In North America, there are two main types of Internet connection: copper or fiber cable. Typically, the maximum copper-based Internet speed is 250 megabytes
per second (Mbps). Fiber cable can handle significantly higher amounts of data and offer Internet speeds of 1 to 2 gigabytes per second (Gbps). Remember, this
is the speed at which the Internet reaches the modem in a building. A router is then needed to create a connection and communicate with your network. If the
Internet speed is 1 Gbps but your router can only handle 250 Mbps then that is the throughput to your device. There are other networks that you can connect to
wirelessly like 4G LTE and 5G; however, they tend to be cost-prohibitive for streaming video and audio as you are charged per megabyte and gigabyte.
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Say Goodbye to Wi-Fi
Tapping into Wi-Fi offers great flexibility, but it’s also unreliable. You can
lose your Internet connection if your Wi-Fi network is overloaded, the
distance between the router and your wireless device is too large, or
you’ve installed other wireless devices that are affecting your network.
When planning a Virtual event, make sure every device that is part of your
production workflow can be connected directly to your output router via an
ethernet cable. Hard-wired Internet connections offer improved speed and
stability.
The 50% Rule
Whether using fiber or copper cable, your connection is not as strong as
you may think. The Internet goes through a public switch, or node, via your
Internet service provider (ISP). This applies even when you have
‘dedicated’ service at a venue. It may be free of additional traffic within the
building; however, once it leaves, the Internet needs to route through your
ISP’s switch to get to the destination. This means if there is additional
traffic in the vicinity of that switch, your bandwidth will be reduced so as not
to overload it.
The result is the 50% rule on Internet connection. This means, if you need
1 Gbps of synchronous connection (upload and download speed), you can
only count on half of it (500 Mbps) within a single connection. Once you
calculate how much bandwidth is needed for your Virtual event, you will
effectively need to double it to guarantee it works.
BYRNE/ production services
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Check your Internet Speed
For each location that you are streaming content from, whether a home,
office or studio, you need to conduct a detailed speed test. Most can be done
from a browser via Google; however, the Google speed test is not testing
specifics of your network.
Your ISP will have a page that you can access via a browser to test your
speed. The ISP test will have virtual access to your main connection and
device. A good solution for ease of results is a program called Ookla, which
tracks a direct connection to your nearest public switch. Just remember to cut
whatever number you get in half as that is the bandwidth you can count on.
Garbage In, Garbage Out
If the image you are trying to transmit is of poor quality, your Internet
connection will have to work harder. Same goes for video with low light levels
and bad audio; the processing on either end needs more bandwidth to
ensure it can interpret what you are sending. The worse the data that is
streamed, the more that’s needed to render it in real-time via the codec.
Working with the IT Department
If there's any realm where video production and IT converge, or collide,
depending on your point of view, Virtual events is it. The fact of the matter is
that your on-site or venue IT team is your lifeline to the outside world. They
know the network infrastructure at your location better than anyone else and
they have the power to make or break your production. For any video
livestreaming project, we always make it a point early in the planning
process to bring IT into the fold and make them a part of the team. Much like
a satellite uplink engineer at a broadcast facility, they control the flow of
outbound information. Broadcast-level TV can't beam their programs to the
world without engineers to support them. The same rule can apply to
you when operating in an unfamiliar IT environment.

Some important bits of information that need to be confirmed are if you
have the needed ethernet and network connections and that there's enough
bandwidth to send an outbound stream. Early in the process, work with your
IT partners to test connectivity and finalize an event plan. If there are any
issues, chances are they can resolve them or advocate on your behalf with
management. Their job is to assist you, and if you bring them into the fold
early, you can reduce your risks, technical difficulties or even total event
failure.
If you’re planning on streaming from a highly restrictive IT
environment, you'll need to connect with the onsite IT team so they can
approve, or white label, the MAC addresses for your machines, stream keys
and platforms you will be using. Many organizations have security protocols
in place that prevent external machines from connecting to their network or
users on their systems from connecting to external resources like that
digital venue platform that was built for your event. By providing your
machine access control address, platform credentials and/or whitelist
parameters, IT can temporarily approve access for you to connect and
transmit your livestream from within their facility. This is a process that
should begin at least one month before show time, to ensure that IT knows
you're coming and that you have connectivity when it's time to go
live. Successful live video streaming is all about logistics and
preparation. Take the time in advance to dot your i's and cross your t's and
get your machines white labeled especially when working in a restrictive IT
environment.
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PRE-TAPING
Pre-recording a lot of your content can go a long way to mitigating risk on
your Virtual event. Taking the risk of a bad line reading, connectivity issues
with remote speakers and/or bad framing and audio, can all be addressed
with a pre-recording strategy.

Remote Capture
There are a few options for using remote capture apps and tools to be able
to pre-record your content, while maintaining the typical production workflow
you and your teams are used to.

There are a lot of tools available to remotely record your speakers and
presenters, all with options to ensure your whole team can “lean in” to the
recording.

OpenReel is a Mac-based app that allows a single operator to act as
camera and recording while allowing clients, directors and producers to view
the shoot in real time. The video file is recorded to the device in the room
and uploaded after each clip is completed to a cloud hosting site that can
deliver your individual clips to an editor on your team. Whether you are
sending your speakers a remote kit and/or letting them use their own
device, as long as it is Mac-based, your subjects can download the app to
their device, sign in and connect to a recording session.

The main point to remember when developing a pre-recording plan during
the current COVID environment, is to assess the subjects risk tolerance for
contact with outside people. Typically, when pre-recording content for an
event, we would send in a professional video crew consisting of camera
operators, lighting and audio teams with professional equipment. However,
current restrictions and comfort of your speakers will necessitate different
solutions.

OpenReel is clip-based, meaning that each segment or take needs to be
taken on their own. Once the recording starts, your team can listen in, but
the subject can’t hear you. This is pretty ideal for situations where you want
to take a single recording of a presenter giving their five to ten minute
speech. OpenReel is not ideal for multiple subjects on an interview or a twoway discussion.
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Using Zoom and a professional camera, you can set up a continuous
recording session capturing the back and forth between multiple subjects in
the same room. By connecting the camera output to a video capture card
and then to a laptop, you can use Zoom or another similar video conference
app/platform to add in your team and collaborate. The actual video footage
is captured on the professional camera and then uploaded to a server by a
technician after the fact. The video output over the video conference is only
used to monitor from your remote team.
As you can imagine, this requires having - at minimum - a single crew
member in the space with the subject. Some speakers might not be
comfortable with that.
Alternately, we have adapted our Live-To-Air engine to bridge the gap of the
limitations on both platforms. Live-To-Air is a web RTC (Web Based Real
Time Communications) based platform that allows users to dial into a
contributor network. This is a system that TV stations use to bring in
contributors to their news programming from home. The platform allows us
to record the video feed live from whatever device is used. The LTA engine
also allows us to control the camera and audio of the device so we are able
to affect needed changes in real-time and there is no limitation on the
recording time.

Green screen allows for very flexible postproduction options. Once the
subject is recorded, they can be added to any background you and your
clients desire. Lighting is key to how well this will work. Without good and
even coverage using a 3-point lighting plan, the subject can appear like they
were “cut and pasted” onto the scenery rather than being part of the virtual
set.
LED backdrops can be very dynamic and can immerse your subject in a
great environment. Unfortunately, without specific camera tracking and/or
high enough resolution on the LED panels, the background can seem out of
sync and/or display video moray (pixelization) when the camera moves.
Many xR stages get around these issues by using media servers
specifically designed for tracking and adjusting the images like Disguise or
Unreal Engine. As you can imagine, the cost upgrade is propositional to
their functionality.

Studio Capture
If your speakers are comfortable and local restrictions allow it, you can
always have them jump into a small studio to do their pre-recording. Most
studios offered by AV companies, hotels and other pop-ups are equipped
with everything from green screens and LED back drops all the way up to
xR mixed reality studios driven by very powerful media servers and
professional operators.

BYRNE/ production services
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Composition
Having a thorough understanding about how video composition effects the
look and visibility of your content will help you produce to a high production
value without causing distraction for your audience. There are tons of
resources around the internet on specifics and techniques for various
graphic design and layout principles. Here we will give you a few of the
most common things to consider for your video content.
Framing – The most common way to balance a subject within a frame is
using the Rule of Thirds. This is the principle that divides the frame into
three equal vertical and horizontal sections, creating visual interest lines
across the frame. If you align a subject or graphic element along one of
these lines, they will be in a visual sweet spot that our eyes naturally
gravitate to.
Head Room – It is very important to leave a little space above the subject,
known as headroom. This allows the person in the frame to seem like they
are in space rather than cut off by it.
Joints – At the bottom of the frame, make sure not to align to the joints of
arms and legs. When you do, it gives the impression that the limb is cut off
at that point. By framing the bottom of the video to just above the elbow or
above the knee, the viewer gets the impression, quite rightly, that the limb
continues outside of the frame and seems more natural.
Eye Lines – Where your subject is looking is critical. Remember that the
camera lens is where your viewers are during a broadcast. Make sure your
subject is looking directly into the lens during their presentation. This will
give the illusion of eye contact with the audience. If you require a prompter
or visual aid, place that display as close to the lens of the camera as
possible. That way should your speaker need to check their notes, their
eyes won’t move away from the lens too much. In most professional
settings, we mount a transparent glass prompter to the front of the lens
assembly so that speakers can look through their notes to the lens directly. 19

GRAPHICS & INTERSTITIALS
There are a few common terms that we use for graphics and video elements
throughout a Livestream. Knowing these terms and what they describe will allow
you to quickly be on the same page with your operators and production
partners.
Pre and Post Slates
These tend to be branded looping video content at the beginning and end of a
Broadcast Livestream. Typically used for countdowns, sponsorship messaging
and visibility or for credits, these differ only slightly form Opening and Closing
slates, which tend to be short video rolls, known as bumpers and wipes.
Bumpers and Wipes
Bumpers and wipes are very short video animations that will cover transitions
between segments and/or sources. You may have seen these most commonly
used on sports broadcasts or news programming when they transition from a
shot of the field to the commentators in the studio.

Alpha Channel
An Alpha channel is the part of video content that tells the computer to
make a part of the image transparent. When you use a lower third graphic,
for example, adding the alpha channel or transparency to the video frame
allows the graphic to be displayed over top of your camera feed.
Video Codec
There are literally hundreds of different Codec standards for video that are
used. The word Codec is a combination of the word Encode/Decode and is
the part of software standards that compress video and audio into a more
transportable format. Typically, we use ProRes LT 4.2.2. or MPEG4 H.264
standards to render video for efficient decoding and playback.
Using graphic elements like Lower Thirds, Slates, Bumpers and Interstitials
allows you to frame a speaker on screen and help inform the viewer,
contextualize your messaging and adding a professional elevated
production value to your footage and video content.

Lower Thirds
Lower thirds, or L3’s, are used at the bottom portion of the horizontal third (from
the rule of thirds) to add titles and names superimposed on top of the image of a
speaker. These can be static graphics with text all the way up to animated
graphics and effects. Most professional video switching platforms have the
ability to add these lower third titles on actionable button or effects presets that
can easily add them to the composition or mix at a moment’s notice.
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STUDIO PRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the pandemic, most audio-visual suppliers have
worked diligently to retool their equipment inventories to build studio space in
their warehouses. These smart and cost-effective solutions have made a
whole lot of space available for Planners and Producers to use their space
for pre-recorded and live content.
There are a lot of options out there from simple green screen setups with
lighting and audio, large scale sets and LED screens up to fully immersive
xR virtual reality stages. Evaluating which type of solution is best for your
Virtual or Hybrid event comes down to your objectives and what production
value will match your messaging.
A site visit is critical during your pre-production to ensure that the studio
location has the sufficient infrastructure to be able to make it suitable for
your event. Whether you use large-scale LED or xR stages is really up to
you, and more of a look and feel consideration. However, no matter the bells
and whistles, there are three main points that you should scrutinize during
your evaluation; network Infrastructure, communications and the crew and
staff.
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IT Infrastructure
Like we discussed in the IT section, your network viability throughout the
building will be key to your Virtual event success.
What is the network capacity of the building?
Remember that you need to factor in the 50% rule on network capacity.
Make a network budget (adding all the bandwidth needs) and make sure
you have the capacity to handle the traffic. At minimum, your studio building
should have 1 GBPS synchronous service, if not more.
Is it actively managed by a network engineer?
Having a network engineer working full time to monitor network traffic as the
day progresses is a key team member to include. If your studio location
does not have this position as part of their team, it is a huge red flag.
Typically, we bring our own network engineer to work alongside the studio
engineer. They monitor, segregate and actively manage internet traffic. I
cannot tell you how many times a good network engineer has saved the
day on a Virtual event.
How is the internet connection managed?
How the network hardware manages the internet in and out of the location
can sometimes make the difference between a great event and something
you wouldn’t show your grandmother. Look for “open” connections, meaning
that there are no additional firewall restrictions on the outbound side. This
can significantly slow down your output feeds and cause latency and delay.
Is the network managed by connecting via multiple bonded modems?
Bonding is the combination of multiple internet connections and wireless
networks to obtain a reliable and robust video uplink that's capable of
transmitting HD video. There are several products made by
companies such as Mushroom Networks and Teradek. The drawback to this
bonded approach is that the hardware and multiple data plans can add up
in cost.

Are there multiple control rooms and studios in the building?
Make sure that when you are broadcasting, you are not competing for
network capacity. If you have made your network budget and are already
hitting the 50% rule, you can imagine what will be happening to your feed if
there is another show in the studio next door.
What is the fail over structure?
No matter the planning you do, there is a non-zero risk that the network
could hiccup, temporarily fail or start to slow down. Make sure to ask the
studio’s team what their fail over structure is. Do they manually switch to a
back up network? Is there delay buffering? How they manage this will
mean the difference between a small hiccup of your outbound feed and a
blank screen for your audience.
COM Infrastructure
Pay close attention to how they manage communications throughout the
process. In the audio section we highlighted a few options available for
virtual COM. By far, the use of a professional grade Clear-Com™ system
using the Agent-IC system is much preferred.
Some higher end studios will have an Artist Riedel COM system. This is a
very robust COM system used in television and live sports broadcast, and
can integrate in-ear monitoring and COM to your presenters, segregated
channels for each department, and individual chat channels.
No matter the solution, you should make sure that you can seamlessly
integrate local COM into a virtual platform. Agent IC or Unity are great
examples to help make sure that your teams in-studio and remotely can
access and communicate freely with the team.
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Crew
The in-house crew is the lynch pin that will make or break your virtual event.
Make sure you have an opportunity to meet some of the crew on your site
visit.
The reality of the current health restrictions for all workspaces, is that you
and the studio will require a plan for the possibility that one or more of the
crew may not be able to work in the space if they become sick or show
symptoms of COVID-19. Review the back-up or swing operator plan with
the studio. How many operators do they have on standby that can be
rotated in, if required? Working with one studio recently, they segregated
operating teams as separate cohorts. If one of them went down with
symptoms, they pulled the entire team into isolation and had a swing
operating team on standby for all their events. This entire team was part of
the communications throughout the event development so that they could
be seamlessly swapped into the show should the need arise. Very smart.
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PARTICIPANTS IN VIRTUAL & HYBRID
There is a huge misconception when it comes to who and when people
should be seen on screen for Virtual events. We have all seen the image of
massive walls of faces, or the “Brady Bunch” view of all the people watching
the Zoom, or WebEx. This comes from a familiarity and a desire to be back
in the Live format of seeing everyone’s faces during an event. We always
question this as being practical. How many times did your keynote speaker
or C-Level executive actually see all those faces while standing on stage
during the big conference?
As the industry has transitioned to the reality of Virtual and Hybrid events,
this is a holdover that has unfortunately been holding content back and
pushing virtual events into more of a web conferencing world than an
intentional live broadcast format. There are certain roles and participant
categories you should concentrate on in a livestream and broadcast
environment. Knowing what role they fill and how they integrate into your
programming will set you up for success on your event.

The Host
The host should be the central point of your broadcast. In news media, this
position is called the Anchor because they tether the viewer to the flow of
the broadcast, act as the voice of the audience and can drive the content
forward. There is a tendency in the events world to forego this position in
the production plan as a lot of C-Level executives and their teams want to
fill this roll. We always caution our clients away from this as it ties up the
people that the audience wants to hear from. Instead of concentrating on
the meat of the content they need to deliver, they are splitting focus to make
sure housekeeping is done or that the audience is managed correctly.
This doesn’t mean that you have to find an expensive professional host.
You can certainly find a director level team member that is more than willing
to be part of the team that brings the program together.
The important thing to concentrate on when looking for a host is to make
sure they can keep the energy flowing from segment to segment.

Prepping your Hosts, Contributors and Speakers on how your production
system, ingest and management system will work is vital for the success of
any virtual or hybrid event. Ensure that they are given additional rehearsal,
testing and re-testing to make sure they are comfortable and ready to
present on the day. Assuming they can join via a link and jump in might
work for a Zoom meeting, but as you move into more professional systems,
as you might on site at a conference centre, prep and rehearsal goes a long
way to guaranteeing success.
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Presenters and Speakers
These are the real meat of your programming. They deliver the vital content
and messaging your audience wants to hear. This is where you want to
spend the most amount of time elevating their production value. In more
cases than not, we are pre-recording these and putting them “in the can” to
ensure there are no hiccups on the event day.
Contributors and Guests
One thing to remember about contributors and guests is that they are not
your audience members. Going back to the Brady Bunch analogy above,
trying to cherry pick impromptu contribution from a wide sea of faces in your
audience can be very problematic. Contributors and guests can be vital to
contextualizing your main content by asking questions, giving opinions and
adding to the overall content strategy of your Virtual and Hybrid event. There
are a lot of technologies available to be able to seamlessly integrate a guest
or contributor to the program.
vMix offers a separate add-on to their infrastructure, vMix Call™, that allows
you to add up to four contributors from remote locations. Professional
platforms like Newtek and Quicklink, offer hardware solutions that can ingest
incoming video calls as separate and individualized video calls in a one-toone format, and can scale based on the number of receiving units used. The
advantage of these systems is that if you have two panels back-to-back, you
can stack groups and manage them all from a single console.
We have developed a Live-To-Air engine, that is completely web-based that
allows us to manage almost unlimited incoming contributors to the system
while integrating them in the studio with a simple output machine.
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The challenge that sometimes arises with this is convincing those
contributors to not be part of the audience. Think of this as a talk show host
and an interview guest. Prior to their appearance on the late-night show,
they are not sitting and watching from home or part of the in-studio
audience. They are in a Green Room watching a program feed and getting
ready to go on stage. From a logistics point of view, you certainly don’t want
to go looking for a needle in a haystack.
The Audience
The Audience is of course the most important part of any livestream or
broadcast. They are who you are doing this all for. Whether that is a team of
internal employees, partners or customers, their experience during the
production is vital. The mistake a lot of planners and producers make in
building that audience experience is to treat them the same as a contributor
or participant.
In a live Face-to-Face event, this is of course a little different. Your live
event space is made up of not only the stage, the scenery, décor, and bells
and whistles but the audience sitting in the room as well. In a Virtual
environment, they are not there. They are at home, in their remote office or
on a mobile device somewhere in the world. A great deal of thought needs
to be put into how the audience interacts with the programming, from how
they register, access and view content to how they interact in real time with
questions, polls and networking, if at all.
The fundamental thing to remember is that they are not participating in the
production but viewing it. The temptation to make them all feel equally part
of the production will quickly move them into a contributor or guest roll,
which, as we mentioned above, will cause headaches and logistical pinch
points.
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DIGITAL VENUES
Since the beginning of the industry shift to Virtual, clients and partners
alike have been trying to find that all-encompassing platform that will
create the perfect solution for their event. There is no such thing. As we
like to say, there is no app for this.
There are a lot of different offerings, from Zoom, Pathable, INXPO, and
6Connect. EventMB posted a great article listing a plethora of various
options available for conferences and trade shows. What you need to
remember is that no matter what features they have, these are digital
venues and like their real-life equivalents, you need to find the right match
for the scale and objective of your content.
A venue like Zoom, for instance, is not meant to be an analog of a
conference centre. It is literally meant to replicate an office boardroom.
Could you imagine the reaction from your team if someone had suggested
hosting a major event in the boardroom?
Some venues in the digital world will be better suited for your event. Be
aware of what venues are available, their capacities and their suitability for
the content and the audience to view and participate within them.

Zoom, Webex and AdobeConnect are perfect for workshops and breakout
rooms where small amounts of people can view and speak collaboratively
on whatever subject they like.
These platforms use a modified version of an RTMP encoding to be able to
handle video and audio in real-time, sacrificing resolution for time, allowing
participants to hear and see each other without any latency. Because of
this, these platforms have limited the video quality to below 640p which is
half of the broadcast quality you need for a professional level.
Hosted Webpages
Looking at suitable alternatives to host a Livestream or Webinar format, we
like to start with a hosted webpage. This is a really simple solution that
allows you to have specific branding and framing of your content. A video
player can be embedded via an iFrame (small website code that embeds a
video player.)
Users can then navigate to a website, locked behind a registration gate, to
view the content. You will require a CDN hosted video player like Vimeo or
the IBM Watson Video Solution to make this work; however, this is a costeffective way to host your content and event within a “boutique” digital
venue.

Zoom, Webex, Etc.
As we mentioned above, the analogue for this type of virtual venue is a
boardroom or conference room. They are specifically designed to host
collaborative multi-participant meetings. The tools and features of these
platforms are purposefully built to allow any participant to contribute to the
conversation, seamlessly share their screen and pipe into the
conversation.
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Virtual Venue Platforms
These are the equivalent to a full digital convention centre. 3D
environments, multiple pages acting as “rooms” throughout the digital space
and fully brandable. Platforms like 6Connex, vFairs and INXPO have been
engineered to replicate the full experience of walking through a convention
centre in a digital world. Within their platforms you can set up individual
rooms, walking paths and exhibit spaces. It is very robust, and expensive to
be able to set up.
No matter the Digital Venue you choose for your event, you will need to
concentrate on some key functionality. What type of registration system will
you have access to? Is it included in the platform or will we need to
integrate or bridge data between them?
From a production point of view, understanding how they can receive your
inbound stream from the studio, or from remote speakers will be key. Most
platforms, except for one or two, can take an RTMP feed. You will need to
confirm with your digital venue partner what the Stream Key is, what format
and encoding they will require, and the broadcast standards for audio and
video they can take.

Public CDN’s
We find these are rarely used for corporate events, and more for public
facing fundraisers, sales and marketing events, entertainment and PR
events. These encompass platforms like Facebook Live, YouTube Live and
other social media platforms. Recently Tik Tok and Trello have started
offering live broadcast platforms as well.
Whenever we think of these public CDN’s a scene from Wreck-It-Ralph
Breaks the Internet comes to mind. The scene where he is trying to get
more viewers for his video to get the likes he needs to make enough
money to buy Penny’s steering wheel. (We have kids, movies like this are
our lives). What strikes us in this scene is that there are a bunch of people
running from video to video and being highly distracted. Ralph needs to
make extra effort to grab people’s attention, to some hilarious tongue and
cheek comedy.
The reality of public CDN’s like this is that they can be distracting and pull
focus. For fundraisers and public marketing events, you take that risk, as
the reward to reach as many people as possible. With 2 Billion users
worldwide and 79% of internet users having access to YouTube, you can
imagine that a little distraction might be worth the potential outcomes.
For corporate communications however, it does make a lot more sense to
build a branded and hosted website, even if you want to leave it open to
the public.
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ADD-ONS & ACCESIBILITY
There are a lot of options for adding Accessibility to your broadcast
livestream. Taking the time required to add captioning and additional
languages can go a long way in adding to the audience experience.
Captioning
Captioning is a process that involves dividing transcript text into chunks,
known as “caption frames,” and time-coding each frame to synchronize with
the audio of a video. The output of captioning are captions which are
typically located at the bottom of a video screen. Captions allow viewers to
follow along with the audio and video or captions interchangeably.
Many video hosting platforms like YouTube and Vimeo offer an AI-based
captioning add-on that uses language analytics to create live captions;
however, they can be a little glitchy. Additionally, a few third-party add-ons
can be added to your production workflow. These are also based on an AI
engine and can have a few issues.
Captioning and/or transcription can be added to your pre-recorded content.
There are plenty of services that offer this service on a per finished minute
of video. These service companies are very fast and allow for you to review
your videos with captioning before they finish the job allowing you to make
edits and revisions. These services require a copy of the script along with
the video and essentially add captioning cards on your video.
For livestream broadcasts, companies like HearVue offer live captioning for
live events. Their system uses court stenographers to add captions in real
time with your broadcast allowing for specific and accurate captioning.
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Multi-Language
Adding a second or third language to your broadcast is relatively easy to
do. In most cases, the methodology is similar to the Simultaneous
Interpretation Services you may have already used in live events in the
past.
Most AV Studios have integrated Simultaneous Interpretation Services
(SIS) into their systems allowing you to add one or more languages to the
broadcast. What is important to remember is that the output for the audio
needs to be integrated into your outbound feeds.
This can be accomplished by creating duplicate video encoding feeds with
the different audio tracks embedded. Users would then select their
language from the embedded video player which would show them the
video and audio feed with the appropriate language. A robust CDN like
MasterControl™ can ensure that the differentiated audio and video feeds
are routed to the right destinations.
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A LOOK TO THE FUTURE – HYBRID EVENTS
The future is going to be Hybrid. As the world emerges from the current
restrictions with the rollout of vaccines, lifting of travel bans and lockdowns,
we really don’t think there is going to be an overnight resurgence of Livein-Person events. The public’s comfort and confidence in safety protocols
and the willingness of employers to open themselves up to potential liability
will be large factors in determining who and how many people can attend
an event.
Planners and producers are already sounding concerns that hybrid will
bring additional challenges that necessitate doing two events at the same
time. They are worried that their focus is going to be pulled in multiple
directions and they will have to do more work for the same result.
The good thing is that this is not exactly true. There will be some different
considerations and some different ways of thinking, but the time we have
spent in virtual events will only allow us to better service the hybrid model
once it emerges. So let’s look to the future to see what is needed and what
to keep in mind when creating a hybrid event.
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A Mix of Virtual and Live Experiences
That in a nutshell is what a hybrid event is: a mix of a live production with a
smaller audience and a virtual livestream broadcast component. A hybrid
event will blend the best of both worlds to create an experience for multiple
participants no matter where they are. In truth, we have been doing this for
years, just not to the scale and thought process that will be required to
create a hybrid experience.
Livestreaming at events, before the outbreak of COVID-19, was usually an
afterthought. During the planning of an event, we would work with clients
who would, at the last minute, mention in passing, that they wanted to
livestream the camera feed to a few people that might not be able to make
it to the event. There was not a lot of thought put into the camera work, or
staging of the event for camera, as the focus was mainly on the live invenue audience.
As we move into hybrid events, more focus will need to be given to the
broadcast end of the event and more attention on the experience of remote
audiences.
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Technical and Production Considerations
Hybrid experiences will have some different production requirements to
give planners and producers the options they will need to make the hybrid
event as dynamic and engaging, for both the live and remote audiences.
Add additional cameras and a camera director or livestream Producer to
your production plan. In the past, we would typically add a single IMAG
(Image Magnification) camera at the back of the room to add a close-up
shot of the speaker. This was used primarily to let people in the room see
the speakers’ faces from far away. With a large portion of your audience
watching your event from a remote location, a single shot of a speaker on
screen will get boring very fast - losing you audience and engagement. By
adding additional cameras and staff, you will be able to purposefully design
the broadcast feed with that audience in mind, while not having to alter the
live experience.
Planners and producers will need to consider their options for adding
broadcast and CDN infrastructure to their production setups. Going back to
the idea of a production truck outside of a sports venue on game day, a
similar setup will be required for you to route your outbound feeds. Our
MasterControl™ platform was designed specifically to handle this type of
event need; being able to take multiple feeds and route to multiple
destinations, creating a cloud-based production truck for significantly less
than a physical production truck would cost. Gone will be the days that you
take a separate output of a video switcher and send it to a simple encoder.
Your video switching and routing plan will need to change to accommodate
content being shared between the in-venue video displays, like projection,
LED and TV monitors, as well as the broadcast switcher handling the
output to your broadcast.

A more detailed content plan will be needed to ensure that the right pieces
of content, video and motion graphics are routed to the right output. How
you design the creative for a large LED screen in the room, versus the
motion background for the Livestream feed will have their unique
requirements.
Where will Hybrid Events happen?
The live portion of Hybrid events are going to be more regional, smaller
scale and involve multiple locations. Issues around coordinating these
remote locations, providing real-time connection between locations and
integrating them into a centralized production infrastructure will be the real
challenge of hybrid events.
Thinking through a scenario where you have a leadership conference
happening in New York with remote teams in Chicago, Montreal and
Orlando, you may want to choose one of those locations as the central hub
that all others “dial-in” to. Set up your main production infrastructure in the
New York venue while arranging live video and audio real-time feeds from
the other locations. When looking for partners and vendors to work with on
these formats, concentrate on teams that have experience in touring and
multi-venue executions. Each one of the locations on the hybrid plan need
to have a consistent and well-executed plan coordinating multiple teams.
Be purposeful in developing your programming, considering how and when
you will connect to each location, for how long and for what content. Keep
in mind when and how your audience is participating from these locations
as well. There are great opportunities for them to participate.
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What Will Hybrid Events Look Like?
We started this ebook by giving the example of a virtual event surrounding
the Walking Dead television broadcast. When we were looking for solutions
and inspiration for how we could accomplish virtual events that engaged
audiences and told compelling stories. We looked to industries and formats
that have been successful before. Broadcast TV, News, eSports and
content creators on YouTube and related networks have a lot of knowledge
and expertise, best practices and methodology that can help the Events
and Meetings industry in the coming months.
Look to talk shows, news broadcasts and YouTube content companies to
how they are formatting their content. A news broadcast, for example, is a
great source of information and educational content with a straight delivery
and small audience of people in the room. As you may have been watching
during the lockdowns, shows like the Masked Singer and live
entertainment, are essentially hybrid events. They are a large in-person
production that is shot for broadcast.
When looking for a venue to host the in-person portion of a hybrid Event, the
same basic considerations on IT infrastructure and networking still apply. Be
cautious of certain venues that have outdated internet usage policies that
have not yet adapted to the current demand. A lot of large-scale in-venue
vendors in large convention centres and hotel chains have spent years
adding prohibitive costs for internet service. The advantage for you, with
smaller live audiences, is that you will be able to open up possibilities of
using smaller or boutique venues that might not have as many prohibitive
service contracts in place.

One of our favourite examples of a good format is a French language talk
show produced out of Quebec, Tout-Le-Monde-On-Parle. It is a great
example of staging a group panel discussion with an amazing staging
format for the audience arrayed behind the speakers. This gives the
viewing audience a sense of intimacy with the panel while adding the instudio audience as part of the show. Something like this is very easy to set
up in a small venue, limiting the studio audience size while making the
design feel full.
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CONCLUSION
Virtual and Hybrid events seem like a very strange and new landscape.
There are a lot of new tools and platforms being created every day to try
and capture new online experiences.

Author

A lot of planners and producers are finding the scope of some options
overwhelming, trying to navigate an ever-changing industry. By focusing on
some existing technology and leveraging it to support good content, those
challenges start to melt away.
By understanding the processes and advantages that have been worked
out through connected industries like eSports, Broadcast TV and existing
Livestream platforms, coupled with a shift of thought process around what
Virtual and Hybrid events are, *Hint* - they are not video conferences - we
hope that we have given you the tools to make your Virtual and Hybrid
event productions better.
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His passion for the industry is all about pushing the
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amazing events.
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For over 20 Years Byrne Production Services has worked with
a wide variety of Clients in the Event, Meetings and
Entertainment industries to design, manage and produce large
scale events across North America.
Our passion for the industry is all about pushing the limits of
what is possible within a scope of an event to wow the
audience while creating an exceptional production experience
for the entire team. We consult with you and your suppliers to
assist in the creation of amazing events. We like to say we are
the Mike Holmes of the event industry. It’s not our lumber and
not our house, We’re just gonna make it right.
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EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE
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